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The presentation describes how the stable detection systems (hereinafter referred to as „SDS")
have contributed to reveal the uncontrolled sources of ionizing radiation on the territory
of the State Office for Nuclear Safety (SONS) Brno Regional Centre (RC Brno). It also
describes the emergencies which were solved by or in which the workers from the Brno
Regional Centre participated in. The contribution is divided into the following chapters:

A. SDS systems installed on the territory of SONS RC Brno
B. Selected unusual emergencies (figures)
C. Comments to individual emergencies
D. Aspects of SDS operation in term of their users
E. Aspects of SDS operation and related activities in term of radiation protection
F. Current state of orphan sources

A. SDS SYSTEMS OPERATE ON THE TERRITORY OF SONS BRNO RC

• Metalšrot Tlumačov: GR-526 system, produced by: Exploranium, (SAIC), Fig. 2.
(SAIC, Science Applications International Corporation)

• SAKO Brno, a.s.: GR-123 system, produced by: Exploranium, (SAIC)
• ŠROT GEBESHUBER, s.r.o.: EMS 2 system, produced by: EMPOS spol. s r.o.

B. DESCRIBED EMERGENCIES

• Finding No.: BM/27/06/2003 level gauge: MZU 009 P02
Produced by: Tesla Liberec; Owner: Not identified

• Finding No.: BM/004/06 ashmeter: MNG 201, Fig. 1.
Produced by: Tesla Liberec; Owner: Brno University of Technology

• Finding No.: BM/004/07 NORM, white substance, approximately 120 kg
Imported by: Industrie Bitossi, Italy; Owner: Saint-Gobain Vertex, Hodonice plant

• Finding No.: BM/004/08, Object provided with VUPS label, Fig. 3.
Device: Not identified; Owner: Ownership not identified

Finding No.: BM/004/07 NORM (Naturally Occurring Radioactive Material),
white substance. Details of other findings were described in [2.].
Guess I.

Based on its appearance, our experience and web information: calcareous hydrate from dry
combustion gas wash-out in glass furnace

• One of the previous seizures was NORM Ra-226, dust from electrostatic fly ash
separators in chimneys of SAKO Brno, a.s. transported by a tank vehicle.

• The company uses the combustion gas purification. Technology is supplied by Luhr
Filter Company, Germany.

Guess I. was not confirmed. The density of the sample delivered did not correspond to
calcareous hydrate, GR-130 did not respond to hydrate.
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Guess II.
This material could originate from glass stone. Glass stones usually contain K-40 isotope
which was not proved in the sample. Additionally, the A.S.A. haulier has applied an
"information embargo " in this case. The haulier has not wanted to loss Vertex, its significant
customer. Information found on web sites that could support Guess II.

• The scope of modernization is given by the modification of technical design for the
existing melting facility providing that all basic parameters are observed, i.e. the
melting facility area, structure and depth of the tank in the melting section, use of the
existing recuperator, natural gas/preheated air heaters in tank, channels and feeders are
refurbished so that alkali-resistant molten glass instead of the E-type molten glass
can be used.

• Inputs into the facility. Raw materials and other substances
• Raw materials and other substances will be used to an extent which is necessary for

the production process.
• The main raw materials are as follows: soda, fluorspar, glass sand, sulphate,

zirconium powder and lubricants (the organic substances which treat the surface of
fibres).

C. COMMENTS TO INDIVIDUAL EMERGENCIES

• Level gauge
The specification of the equipment and the source suggests its identification.
The measurement confirmed this suggestion. There are shortages in the documentation
for specification of the owner.

• Ash meter
Sr-90 is a pure beta-particle emitter. This must be taken into account for selection
of the counter. The owner labels and the cooperation with the licensee can reveal the
owner.

• NORM white material
To reveal it, a sufficient detective intelligence and "no constraint" are required.
The cooperation with the previous licensee was successful at the end.

• VUPS object
This case has not been finished. You can expect whatever when working in the field.
You can find both gamma and beta, but also neutron emitters.

• Mining
The person provided with the appropriate licence decontaminates the objects.

D. ASPECTS OF SDS OPERATION IN TERM OF THEIR USERS

• The motivation to operate SDS systems which cost the user a considerable sum
of money is very simple. It is necessary to avoid direct and indirect financial and
moral losses if a source penetrates into the ironworks, or the secondary raw material
is returned by the customer to the supplier.
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ASPECTS OF SDS OPERATION AND RELATED ACTIVITIES IN TERM OF
RADIATION PROTECTION SECURED BY THE STATE

• Monitor the uncontrolled sources (unintentional and intentional management of
ionizing sources or nuclear materials).

s Avoid undesired exposure of the workers and the population.
• Avoid possible contamination of the environment.
e Secure the conditions of controlled source.
• Analyse the causes. Accept the corrective and preventive measures.

Specify the persons and the facts which led or can lead to the emergencies or the
accidents.
Investigate and check the preventive measures accepted by the persons who violated
the regulations.

F. CURRENT STATE OF ORPHAN SOURCES

Additionally to other aspects, radiation protection involves the problems of orphan sources,
and undoubtedly even the preventive and conceptual activities are involved in the area of the
source safety and security, either in safety or security area. The monitoring of the existing
methods of source seizure, kinds of equipment, sources as well as the ways which led to the
uncontrolled objects and materials is needed for the conceptual work and the acceptance of
the measures needed in the legislative area and the education (recommendations and
seminars). This contribution is an attempt to describe the conditions of the orphan sources in
the Czech Republic in the recent past. Our aim was to show the "detective stories" which
sometimes after unexpected break points led to find the owner at their ends. The useful
information about this issue from different countries is described in [3.] and [1.].

Figure 1. Ash meter MNG 201.

Finding No.: BM/004/06 ash meter MNG 201
Produced by: Tesla Liberec; Owner: Brno University of Technology
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Figure 2. SDS GR-526 operates in Metalšrot Tlumačov

The more remote and rotary detector is pointed at the railway siding or the road.

Figure 3. The hydraulic pliers and the mechanical grab separate the material

Finding No.: BM/004/08, Object provided with VUPS label
Device: Not identified; Owner: Ownership not identified
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